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My name is Meredith Bond and I'm an eclectic designer 
with a passion for illustration, cover art, and brand design. 
Being able to show energy and passion in my work is 
important to me. What interests me most is being able  
to work with a variety of mediums and figuring out how  
to communicate an inspiring message.

Hello!

camebo@cca.edu wheredith.com

mailto:camebo%40cca.edu?subject=
https://www.wheredith.com/
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Brand Identity Design

Prideful Pan
Spring 2022

Adobe Indesign  | Adobe Photoshop  | Adobe Illustrator | Final Cut Pro

Brief
For this project, we were to design a 

brand identity for a f ictional or real 

chef, and create all  the assets that 

would be included in their brand. 

Approach
My brand identity revolved around a 

made-up chef persona named Maria 

Cecile who I named af ter my moth-

er. I  focused on Filipino recipes that 

were either pescatarian or vegetari -

an, as a lot of Filipino food primarily 

uses meat which does not f it  into 

many people's diets anymore. The 

idea of Prideful Pan is to inspire peo-

ple to cook by showing them that 

it  can be fun and approachable by 

using bright colors and lots of hand-

drawn illustrations.
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Dunbar 
Quasimoda

Logo
Two P's to stand for the name, shaped as crying 

eyes in a smiling face to represent the joy one gets 

from eating good food. The "eyes" also look like 

runny eggs, which are a common ingredient in  

Filipino cooking.

Typography
Dunbar is an ef fective typeface in being clear to 

read and bold, with a variety of weights to use. 

Quasimoda is used for running tex t as Dunbar  

does not have a light or thin weight.

Color, Tints and Shades
Using a color palet te based on food that shows the 

brand's bright, warm, and fresh personality. Having 

an ex tensive range of tints and shades allows for 

the illustrations to be dimensional and appealing.

Ube  

Violet 

#993399 

Scallion  

Green 

#C7E137

Tomato  

Red 

#FF6647

Mango  

Orange 

#FF9E1F

Plantain  

Yellow 

#FFD333

Glass  

Purple 

#6666CC

Ceramic  

White 

#FFFEDB

Cast Iron  

Black 

#000000
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Spot Illustrations
Often used in a tiling ef fect, the spot illustrations 

have a variety of uses for both ex terior and interior 

restaurant decoration, as well as for recipe books 

and social media applicaitons.
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 Diagram Design

 Fragrance Notes
Spring 2022

Brief
Design a how-to, timeline, or other 

type of diagram on any subject in 

any aspect ratio. The diagram can be 

in digital or physical printed format. 

Approach
I  designed a diagram that informed 

about the dif ferent aspects of fra -

grance composition. The details of 

per fumes and colognes can be very 

intricate and complicated to place all 

into one diagram, so I wanted to do 

an overview of the basic components  

using a combination of hand-drawn 

illustrations, patterns, and colors. 

The dot patterns are used to repre-

sent the size of the molecules in the 

spray evaporating at dif ferent time 

intervals. 

◊ View the entire diagram PDF here ◊

Adobe Illustrator | Clip Studio Paint

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CIPo1TwOAfgdUUoZfdO2QJG9vw7qakPT/view?usp=sharing
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Head notes

Molecule Size and Notes
Heart notes Base notes
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Book Design

All That Has Fallen, 
All That's Been Left There
Fall 2021

Adobe Indesign  | Clip Studio Paint

Brief
Choose a site in San Francisco, CA 

and create a 50 page minimum book 

with photography of the site and 

multiple -page running tex t. Dif ferent 

sections of the book should be in-

cluded to add variety.

Approach
The site I  chose for my book to focus 

on was Polk Street, as it  was close 

to my apar tment and I wanted to 

highlight the tex tures of the graf f iti 

I  passed by and the quirky shops on 

this street. I  included illustrations to 

add my own characters to the story. 

I  treated this book as a ref lection of 

my time moving to San Francisco 

with my par tner in our own apar t-

ment together. 

◊ View the book PDF here ◊

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHo6E4ol7tw4325M4c_ES70Mnm9GHCBQ/view?usp=sharing
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Typefaces
I  decided on several typefaces with a handwrit-

ten or spraypainted ef fect to match the style and 

subject of the photos I was taking. I  used them in 

dif ferent contexts, some were for titles while oth-

er ones were used to change up the tone of voice. 

I  would use “Felt Tip Woman” to talk in my own 

voice in the intro of the book and the poem at the 

end, and I’d use “Grandma” when I switched to an 

excerpt of Frank Norris’ book “McTeague: A Story 

of San Francisco.”

Spot Illustrations
To break up the tex t and act as symbols, I  added 

spot illustrations that referenced dif ferent par ts of 

the story. Keeping these in black-and-white also 

helped with InDesign’s tex t wrap feature that de-

tected the image edges.

Illustrations on Photos
To break up the tex t and act as symbols, I  added 

spot illustrations that referenced dif ferent par ts of 

the story. Keeping these in black-and-white also 

helped with InDesign’s tex t wrap feature that de-

tected the image edges.

Subway Berlin Std
Half Title Page, dedication page, author name

Subway Berlin SC
Table of contents

Swister Extrabold
First chapter title

Felt Tip Woman
Running text that I wrote

Chantal medium
Page numbers

Grandma 
Frank Norris’ book excerpt

Blue Goblet Alternate ONe
Poem title
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Cover Art
I  chose two photos for the cover: one of a black 

door with white graf f iti  on it and one of a tempo-

rary structure for construction work that made a 

tunnel ef fect. I  thought that the photos looked es-

pecially mysterious when placed next to each other. 

I  decided to censor the person walking in front of 

me out. I  drew another character on top, and used 

an ink blot tex ture to black out the bottom for 

space to put the title of the book.

Size Choice
I  decided I wanted my pages to be in a square for-

mat because I had an idea of a CD that would go 

along with the book, ideally in a pocket at the front. 

Because of dif f iculties at home, I  was not able to 

create this CD. But I  still  kept the square format of 

the pages because the small size constraint of 7" x 

7" made this book feel more precious to me. When 

formatting the elements, I  thought of every thing as 

a modular block to move around. 
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camebo@cca.edu wheredith.com

Thank you!

mailto:camebo%40cca.edu?subject=
https://www.wheredith.com/

